LONG AS I CAN SEE THE LIGHT

CCR

Intro:
B       E6
| | | | | | |
B       E  F#
| | | | | | |

B       F#            B       E6
PUT A CANDLE IN THE WINDOW
B       G#m              B
CAUSE I FEEL I'VE GOT TO MOVE
B       F#     E7
THOUGH I'M GOIN', GOIN' I'LL BE COMIN' HOME SOON
B       F#            B       E F#
LONG AS I CAN SEE THE LIGHT

B       F#            B
PACK MY BAG AND LET'S GET MOVING
B       G#m              B
CAUSE I'M BOUND TO DRIFT A WHILE
B       F#     E7
WHEN I'M GONE, GONE YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORRY
B       F#            B       E F#
LONG AS I CAN SEE THE LIGHT

B       F#            B
GUESS I'VE GOT THAT OLD TRAVELIN' BONE
B       G#m              B
CAUSE THIS FEELING WON'T LEAVE ME ALONE
B       F#     E7
BUT I WON'T, WON'T BE LOSING MY WAY
B       F#            B       E F#
LONG AS I CAN SEE THE LIGHT
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